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ScheduleAssist is a simple, easy to use program that supports 25 employees, 4 weeks, and 2 schedule checks. The main benefit
of this program is that it checks that both department staffing needs and nurses' scheduling needs are met. Also, with
ScheduleAssist you can enter your staff requirements and ScheduleAssist will make sure you meet those requirements. This is
especially useful when creating what-if scenarios or working on a staff reorganization. Schedules may be uploaded to a server.
Export the schedule to HTML format and attach it to an email to be viewed on a web browser. Easy to use. Affordable. No
annual fee. ScheduleAssist Basic Version: ScheduleAssist Basic costs $39.99 Here's what you get with the ScheduleAssist Basic
version: ￭ Easy to meet both department staffing needs and nurses' scheduling needs ￭ Enter your staff requirements and
ScheduleAssist will make sure you meet those requirements. ￭ Saves time ￭ Less time making a schedule means more time
spent on other important duties ￭ Less scheduling errors ￭ ScheduleAssist actually helps you check the schedule ￭ More nurses
satisfied with the schedule ￭ Easier to distribute schedule via email ￭ Attach the schedule to an email so that nurses don't have
to drive to work or call in to find out their schedule. Nurses can view the schedule using our free, downloadable viewer
ScheduleAssist Reader. Or, export the schedule to HTML format and attach it to an email to be viewed on a web browser. ￭
Schedules may be uploaded to a server ￭ Schedules may be exported to HTML format to be posted on a server ￭ Schedules may
be imported to Microsoft Excel ￭ Export the schedule to HTML and open it using Microsoft Excel ￭ Extremely easy to use ￭
Affordable ScheduleAssist Lite Version: ScheduleAssist Lite costs $29.99 Here's what you get with the ScheduleAssist Lite
version: ￭ Easy to meet both department staffing needs and nurses' scheduling needs ￭ Enter your staff requirements and
ScheduleAssist will make sure you meet those requirements. ￭ Saves time ￭ Less time making a schedule means more time
spent on other important duties ￭ Less scheduling errors
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Virtual Macro that allows macros to be added to any text file by inserting them in the Form in which they are called. Macros are
called by pressing the button that is associated with it. When they are called, it opens the macro in a form in the active
worksheet (if possible) or another worksheet in the active workbook. VBA examples: Set ws = ActiveSheet MsgBox (ws.Name)
MsgBox "Hello " & ws.Name MsgBox "Hello " & ws.Name & "!" MsgBox ws.Name ￭ License is not transferable to other users
￭ Technical support via email, phone or chat ￭ ScheduleAssist's free version limits you to only one person in your Department
If you like ScheduleAssist, you might also be interested in our advanced version ScheduleAssist Pro. ScheduleAssist Pro
provides more features: ￭ Create unlimited schedules ￭ Unlimited staff members ￭ Unlimited departments ￭ Full versions of
the tables for more scheduling flexibility ￭ May be used with the standard or advanced edition ￭ Free Upgrade for 30 days ￭
May be used in unlimited projects with free 30-day upgrades ￭ Free upgrades are provided to any other user with the same or
greater software version than you currently have. ScheduleAssist Pro users do not receive automatic upgrades. Upgrade requests
must be submitted through the "Upgrade Request" button in the software. ￭ Additional savings when the upgrade is paid in full
￭ Paid upgrades are good for one year ￭ Subject to certain exclusions ￭ Program runs on Windows operating systems, Mac OS
X and Linux. (Use the system requirements to check whether your system supports it.) Please note that Pro upgrades are for
individual users, while upgrades to other users are free. We do not provide upgrades for entire departments, or to other users in
the same department. The individual program license is not transferable to other users, but you may combine it with any of our
web or cloud-based services. If you have any questions, please email us at support@scheduleassist.com or call our sales team at
(781) 747-8600. Windows As of version 4.1, ScheduleAssist for Windows integrates with the Microsoft Works Service. When
you save a schedule file 1d6a3396d6
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￭ Easy to use ￭ Beginners can master the software in under 20 minutes. ￭ Experience users may take a little longer. ￭ Basic
version supports 25 employees, 4 weeks, and 2 schedule checks. ￭ ScheduleAssist Basic automatically assigns each worker to a
day shift or a night shift. It saves time by not having to enter assignments manually. ￭ It is easy to view the schedule of all of
your employees (whether assigned to a specific shift or not). ￭ ScheduleAssist Basic can save a schedule to the hard drive. It is
not intended to be a backup system, but just a way to save the schedule to a file so you can distribute the file to other people or
post it somewhere on a server. ￭ Users may save the schedule as a.csv file if they have Microsoft Excel. ￭ Users may save the
schedule as a.htm file if they have Internet Explorer. ￭ There is a good chance that ScheduleAssist will not work on your system
because it was designed for Windows 8, 7, Vista, or XP. Please go to www.majortran.com to be able to view pricing and
download if you have not already Your help is appreciated Please go to www.majortran.com to be able to view pricing and
download if you have not already Your help is appreciated Please go to www.majortran.com to be able to view pricing and
download if you have not already Your help is appreciated Please go to www.majortran.com to be able to view pricing and
download if you have not already Your help is appreciated If your work computer will not run the program, please download the
trial version and open it from your desktop (the program usually will not install itself to the desktop). If you need to install the
trial version in a separate location, please provide the details for us here: In order to run ScheduleAssist, you need to install the
following software: ￭ Microsoft Excel 2007 or higher ￭ Microsoft PowerPoint 2007 or higher ￭ Microsoft Access 2007 or
higher To install the software, you need to have a license for Microsoft Office. To install Microsoft Office, you can go to
Microsoft's website at Important!

What's New in the ScheduleAssist Basic?
ScheduleAssist is a useful program that contains all the necessary functions for creating schedules for Nursing Departments.
The program is simple and easy-to-use for creating what-if scenarios and workable schedules. The main benefit is that it checks
that both department and staff schedule needs are met. If you are currently using paper or spreadsheets to create schedules,
aren't willing to invest in expensive, complicated software (and don't have the time to learn them either), then try
ScheduleAssist. Basic version supports 25 employees, 4 weeks, and 2 schedule checks. Here are some key features of
"ScheduleAssist Basic": ￭ Easier to meet both department staffing needs and nurses' scheduling needs ￭ Enter your staff
requirements and ScheduleAssist will make sure you meet those requirements. ￭ Saves time ￭ Less time making a schedule
means more time spent on other important duties ￭ Less scheduling errors ￭ ScheduleAssist actually helps you check the
schedule ￭ More nurses satisfied with the schedule ￭ Easier to distribute schedule via email ￭ Attach the schedule to an email
so that nurses don't have to drive to work or call in to find out their schedule. Nurses can view the schedule using our free,
downloadable viewer ScheduleAssist Reader. Or, export the schedule to HTML format and attach it to an email to be viewed on
a web browser. ￭ Schedules may be uploaded to a server ￭ Schedules may be exported to HTML format to be posted on a
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server ￭ Schedules may be imported to Microsoft Excel ￭ Export the schedule to HTML and open it using Microsoft Excel ￭
Extremely easy to use ￭ Affordable Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial Kemosha’s ScheduleAssist Scheduling Software now includes a
way to automatically create from printouts of the job order that you create from the template. The scheduler has a very easy to
use screen to create the jobs, much easier to make the changes, and has a very easy to use interface. When you use the
scheduler, you can check the schedule and make any changes as necessary. In addition, the scheduler has a full range of features
to help you manage the schedule and staff. The Scheduler is integrated with Excel and has a full range of report features. If you
have a difficult or unique situation where you need to produce a staff schedule or a department schedule, this is the scheduler
for you. Features: ￭ Easy to use, easy to make changes ￭ Integrated with Microsoft Excel. Just
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System Requirements:
An 8 GB System RAM and a 64-bit OS are recommended. If you have a 32-bit OS, you need at least 4 GB RAM. Operating
System: Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista (32 bit), or XP (32 bit) Disk Space: 5 GB free disk space for the install Drivers: Win64,
Vista drivers are pre-installed. If you are running on a 32-bit OS, 32-bit drivers will also be
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